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By El{IN ROSS
Although the University is experiencing an annual toss in student
number and has begun plans for a
program to retain potential
dropouts, the newly created TVIUNM task forces arc not part of
any retention effort, says UNM
Provost McAllister HulL
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ro..td urc~ 877.7%1,
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[)1·1\Dl.lNI- NOV!·MBFR 17 H)R \1\ldcnt prase,
<~lid art ~ubmisslom to Concemion~ SW • _
UN.'\1\ itrh mngLi/liH~. Marrun Hall Room 105. Cal!
277 'i(J56 or /'l?~ 1904 C\"C!>, Pot detail~.
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The University this semester ha~
begun developing a retention plan
to lower the approximate 50 per
cent four-year dropout rate and
encourage students to complete
their college education. "But," said
Hull last week, "that's not part of
the job of the two task forces,"
About the task forces, Hull said,

"We're not trying to increase the
number of students on campus,
that's not the purpose of the
grot~ps, We're simply trying to meet
the educational needs of the
community.~~

The task forces, designed to
coordinute educational effort.>
between Albuquerque's Technical-
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Vocational Institute and UNM,
were created last month by the
Provost's Office under the
direction of Univer~ily President
Wiliam E. Davis.
The two task forces were g.i ven
separate assignments. The first
group was assigned to cooperate
with a similar TV! task force and to
coordinate educational c!Torts on a
short-term basis. The second task
force was a.skcd to conduct community surveys to determine longrange education needs.
The groups were created
following the September voter
defeat of a proposed Albuquerque
community college,
Nursing Dean Carmen Wcstwick
was given charge of the first. task
force, and Urban Observatory
Director Gloria Mallory was
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Only Name Brands

assigned lo lend the second l~lsk
for~ c.
Farlier this Sl'mcslcr a seven·
tenths per <:cnt drop was reported in
student number since last ftlil. And
while lluil denied any attempt by
the task forces to reverse the drop,
he conceded a recent lask J'orcc
proposal to redefine associate (twoyear) degree requirements would
increase the n11mber of a.)sudalc
dcgrec.s awarded by the Uniwrsity.
"The programs would increa~c the
number of students as well as the
number of degree programs," be
SHid.
The proposed new stnndards,
which may be presented for approval at next month's Faculty
Senate mcNing, would comdinat~
classes between TV! and liNM
leading Ia an associate de~rce.
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ACROSS
1 Pack down
5 Treaty
9 Snap
t4 On the
ocean
15 Oriental
nanny
16- numerals
17 Montreal
cathedral; 2
words
19 One a t - 20 Tropical tree
21 Insistent
person
23 First-born
25 Rent
26 Close
28 Crueler
32 Undergoing
rebirth
37 Hackneyed
38 Dine
39 Steeple
41 To a 42 Sidestep
45 Resists: 2
words
48 Scrawnier
50 Sulk
51 Quarrels
54 Rascals
58 Result
62 5280 feet: 2

word~

The higher echelons of UNM's
administration were spied on by
LOBO staffers yesterday between
4:30 and 5 p.m.
Here's where they were {or
We!'Cn't);
President
William
Davis'
secretary said he was in a meeting.
Vice-President Marvin Johnson's
secretary said he wouldn't be back
until Thursday.
Vice-President for Business and
Finance John Perovich's secretary
said he was in a meeting.
Assistant to the president
Anthony 1-lillerman was in.
Provost. McAllister Hull's
secretary said he wouldn't be back
until Thursday.
Dean of Arts and Sciences
Nathania! Wollman was in.

63 French river UNITE:D Feature Syndicate

64 Star
66 Bastions
67 Man's name
68 Adroil
69Al- - :
Bewildered
70 Being
71 Learning
branch
DOWN
1 Dance
2 Not-Nobody
3 Field rat
4 Upstart
5 Mat
6 "I'll draw
you--"
7 Ruminant
quadruped
8 In that place
9 Commends
10 Electric
chair: Slang,
2 words
11 Skip
12 Docile
13 Sunday
punch
18 Comforter
22 Man's nickname
24 Labels

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

INAE

E C H IO~ A S P E N
ARI~LA
STILE

AGUA

TE~j_TCHECKS

T A

j:

T

Strategy
.
SeSSIOn
to meet

REI S~E Tl.W"'P'-A"S·T~

A l T

E~l

0 G E S

~

R A

S C A 6

AEGIS

FORCE'

-S L 0 P
AMA

5 0 L I D P A0 P E l L A N T
TAANS.AGENA

AN

o ~s r

R•

r

i

NEE

L

e-

BANAliESTS
I>IT A.BET

ARMOUR
BIOGRAPHER
ADORN.SEGO

VINE
ELSE

TENET

SLED

IRED

27 Corded tab- 47 Endurance
rics
49 Smash into
29 15-nation
52 U.S. lake
pact: Abbr. 53 Printing
30 Hebrew leller term: Pl.
31 Bank
55 Gold digger
32 Actual
56 Cloth fold
33 Roof part
57 Sp. artist.' s
34 Portico
works
35 Insect egg
58 Code word
36 Snare
lor "A"
40 Son of Seth 59 Trick
43 Puts into
60 Beginner:
44 Dispirit
• Var.
46 Relating to a 61 Fedoras
nobleman
65 Female deer

Hokona
resident

LOVE PHOTO

The time for the strategy
as reported in the
LOBO yesterday was in·
correct. The correct time is
11:45 and not 1;45. The LOBO
regrets the error.
se~sion

This cockroach was caught hanging onto a heater vent in a
Hokona Hall room, presumably trying to escape the cold
weather.

Dean of Uni~crsity College
William H u bcr was in.
Dean of Engineering William
Gross was in,
Dean of Fine Art~ Donald
McRae was in.
Dean of Medicine Leonard
Napolitano was in.
Dean of Nursing Carmen
Westick was in.
Dean of Law Fredrick Hart was
out. His secretary quickly said he
was around the building
somewhere.
Dean
of
Business
and
Administrative Sc.icnes Robert
Rehder was out. His secretary said
he was showing visitors around the
campus.

Students
to vote
ASUNM's special election
regarding students opinion on the
tuition-fee increase and what fees
should receive t>riority will ta kc
place today from 9 to 5 and
Wednesday from 9 to 2.
Polling places arc President
Davis' lawn, !he student union
building, La Posada, and Mitchell
Hall.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Fraternity holds plant sale
gives $3.9 million
to 311 institutions
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
is sponsoring a fund raising plant
sale in the SUB Ballroom until Dec.
2, from 8:30a.m. to 8:30p.m.

By S. MONTOYA
The Eastman Kodak Company last week appropriated $3.9 million
to 3 I 1 public and private American universities for research, grants
and scholarships, NMSU, ENMU and NMMI were recipients of funds
and UNM was not.
Awarded undisclosed sums of money, the New Mexico institutions
receiving appropriations are requested to use the money for Kodak
tll\dergraduate scholarships, said a Kodak spokesman.
UNM has not received funds from Kodak because University adr,;inistrators failed to apply forthem under the policy guidelines of the
company, said Warren Lewis, secretary, financial aids division,
Kodak.
Lewis specifically alleged yesterday, that department heads at
UNM" failed to apply for av ailable funds under the special and
research grant programs, enabling graduate level work."
"The criteria used to award funds is made on the basis of each
ondergraduate or graduate year completed at an accredited in·
stitution, by those graduates who are employed for five years by the
Kodak company,'' said Lewis.
A breakdown of the funding, intended to "help our institutions of
higher learning fulfill their obligations lo students and the nation,
with society as the principal benelkiary," is as follows.
$950,000 to I 09 lour-year privately supported and 114 publicly
supported colleges and universities, including 66 privately and
publicly supported schools offering an AAS degree.
$246,000 to 29 graduate departments at 25 institotio11s of higher
learning.
$2,322 million in llOtlrecurting special grahts to 31 institutions,
includillg liberal arts colleges.
$I 70,000 to 21 educational organiultions and associations
th('(lUghout the U,S.
$268,000 to support !he Kodak National Merit Scholarship Awards
\ pfll~J·tun and the Kodak Scholars program.
..,

They have indoor plants that ar~
five to six feet tall, a variety of
succulent plants and hanging
plants.
'l

]here are plush plants, coloria,
jades, selloum philodendron,
rubber trees, weeping fig trees,
dragon palm trees and umbrella
trees.

Some of the hanging plants
include Swedish ivy, little jewel,
asparagus plants and combination
hanging plants.
Jack Elder, one of the owners of
J and H Green House is furnishing
plants for the sale. l-Ie said, "We
are giving the fratcmity ten per cellt
of the proceeds."

'

'.)•.-

"""

The proceeds wi II go to
CHADWICtt PHOTO
scholarship funds, activity pledges
for new members and for repairs of Seniors, Phillip Stevens and Kathy Sheppard look over the
the fraternity house roof.
plants being sold in the SUB ballroom by the members of
The cost of plants varies.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
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Iloliday Film Sale!

'

discount prices on a11 types of fiJm '
~ sulc prices through last day of '
finals
~
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2312 Central SE
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268-8515
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RENEWAL DEADLINE
Residence Hall Students Are Reminded
To Complete And Submit Their
Residence Hall Room And Board
Renewal Materials.
By: 4:00 p.m.

DECEMBER 5

Submit Forms To: Housing Collections
& Reservations
2nd Floor, La Posada

World Ne·ws
San Francisco
mayor murdered
SAN FRANCISCO (UP I)-Mayor
George Mos~one and a member of
the city's board of supervisors were
shot and killed in the San Francisco
City Hall Monday by a former city
official apparently distraught
because Moscone did not plan to
reappoint him.
M oscone, 49, and Supervisor
Harvey Milk, 48, elected to the
board last year as an avowed
homosexual, were fatally shot less
than an hour before Moscone was
to announce the appointment of
another mao to rill the seat on the
board of supervisors. The seat had
become vacant by the resignation of
the suspect, Dan White, who
subsequently had announced he
wanted his job back ..
The shootings stunned San
Francisco, still recovering from the
shock of the mass suicides of
Peoples Temple members, most of
them San Francisco area residents,
in .J oncstawn, Guyana. There

apparently was no connection
bet ween the two cases, although
Mosconc had appointed Peoples
Temple leader Rev. Jim Jones as
head of the San Francisco housing
authority in 1976.
White, a former fireman, turned
himself into police less than an hour
after the shootings. He had no
known c,:onnection to the Peoples
Temple.
Moscone's press secretary, Mel
Wax, said White had an appointment with the Mayor and the
two of them went alone into
Moseonc's office on the eastern
side of city hall, just south of the
ornate building's rotunda. Wax
said he and other aides heard noises
but did not recognize them as shots.
He said White left the mayor's
office by a side door.
"We went into the mayor's office
and he was dead," Wax said.
After shooting Moscone, the
killer went down the main marble

Guyanese begin
ovvn investigation
Happiness

THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

WHEAE COMPARATIVE SHOPPEAS BUY I

IN CARDINAL PLAZA =.~ 2~11 San Pod'o NE

ENGINEERS
Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today .... in energy fields, communication, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring irlner and outer space and the
environment
Some of the jobs are unique, with projects
and facilities found nowhere else. Salaries are
good, the work is interesting and there are excetlent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name
referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by
specialty and location, send a coupon or your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room 6A 11.

GEORGETOWN,
Guyana
(UPI)-The government of Guyana
began its own investigation into the
Jonestown mass suicide Monday,
ordering troops into the jungle
commune to .>eek documents anti
any other clues to the deaths of
more than 900 members of a
California religious cult.
There was growing evidence that
the Rev. Jim Jones had ordered the
ritual suicide in a fit of despondency over fears that a U.S.
congressman's investigation could
mean the end of the cult before he
could make arrangements to
transfer it to Cuba or the Soviet
Union.
Jones, who turned increasingly
Marxist in recent months, spoke
frequently in his sermons of taking
his believers to one of the Communist countries, and one of his
legacies was a suitcase containing
$500,000 in cash and instructions to
take it to the Soviet Embassy to

further his plans.
But the mass suicide began
before the money could be
delivered by three members of the
cult-Tim Caner, 28, of Boise,
Idaho, his bother Mike, 20, and
Michael Prokes, 32, of Modesto,
Cali f. they stashed the suitcase in a
chicken coop and were picked up by
Guyanese authorities. Guyana later
confiscatd the money.
The 32 survivors of the suicide
sat around their seedy hotel rooms
Monday or napped while waiting
transportation to the United States.
A not her
46 at
the cult's
headquarters in Georgetown
remained under heavy guard. One
()]' the 46 has been charged with
murder in the death.~ of Rep. Leo J,
Ryan, D-Cnlif., and four other
Americans; another was charged
with the murder of a mother and
her three children at the
headquarters.
More answers to the mystery of
Jones' last hours of decision were
pieced together from statements
from the few survivors including
Tim Carter, who carried the
suitcase of money which contained
a letter to the Soviet Embassy in
Georgetown.
At10ther possible clue came from
a note apparently written by Jones
in a fit of despondency following
the Ryan airport massacre and his
. reported fear that Ryan's investigation of reports that temple
members were being held in near
slavery would mean the end of the
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corridor and walked along the
rottJnda balcony to the supervisors'
offices on the western side of the
building and shot Milk.
ln her office a few feet away at
the time was Dianne Feinstein, who
as president of the Board of
Supervisors
is
Moscone' s
designated successor. It was Mrs.
Feinstein who, with tears in her
eyes, first told reporters about the
shootings,
After the shootings, police sealed
the building and kept it closed until
White was apprehended.

London (UP I)- A British coin expert believes an II th century Norse
penny found in an Indian rubbish heap in Maine may be the first "tangible
evidence" that Vikings discovered American 400 years before Columbus,
"Now, at last, a Norse artifact has been found below the 49th parallel,"
said Peter Seaby, chief of the coin firm of B. A. Sea by LTD.
Seaby said Monday the coin "is almost certainly a Norse penny."
That, he said, could demonstarate conclusively that when Columbus
sailed the ocean blue in 1492 he was trailing far in the wake of the Vikings.
"Coins, which can be accurtely dated and identified. are a classic
weapon in the historian's armory," Seaby said. "Here we have what is
almost certainly an lith century European coin, the firt such discovery
below the 49th parallel."
Seaby said the coin was discovered in 1961 on an early Indian site within
yards of the coast of Maine, but only recenUy identified as a Norse penny.
He said photographs from the Maine State Museum confirmed his belief
that the coin belonged to the regin of Olaf Kyrre between 1067 and 1093.
"This could be eopch-making," he said,
Seaby said the newly identified cain was not the only evidence that
somebody beat Columbus to America.
"That the Norse did visit North America from Greenland is well attested
from the evidence of the sagas and confirmed by excavations of the
habitation site ... in the Sacred Bay area of Northern Newfoundland," he
said,
Sea by cited a recent voyage to show it was possible that St. Brendan, an
Irish monk who lived even before the Vikings, could have crossed the
Atlantic in a leather boat.
The Norse penny, though it was found in 1961, had been unrecognized
up to now, Seaby said, because everyone thought it was an early english
coin.

Ministers
deposit
dollars
TEHRAN, iran (UP!) - Topranking officers and key cabinet
ministers ·now keeping the shah of
Iran on his peacock throne
deposited millions of dollars in
their foreign bank accounts in the
past two months, according to a
document circulated by striking
bank workers today.
A five-page photo-copied list
pinned up in some city mosques
named 144 members of Iran's elite,
including relatives of the shah, as
having transferred to Swiss,
American and Israel banks a total
of $2.4 billion- equal to a fifth of
the nation's annual oil income over this period.
Iranians eagerly studied copies of
the list where they could find one
and government officials admitted
privately that, accurate or not, it
could have a disastrous impact an
Iran's turbulent political situtation.
The death toll in rioting around
the nation Sunday rose to 14, with
scores wounded, and the government feared anger over the cash
disclosures could start another
round of bloody riots.
The list was distributed by
striking members of tile Iranian
central bank and purports to show
all Iranians who exported more
tban $1.4 million each in the twomonth period ending in late
October.
Although the more charismatic
names on the list include two
nephews and. a niece of the shah, an
ex-premier and a senior ambassador, observers noted that
lesser known names belong to
today's true wielders of power such
as a senior martial law enforcement
general, a top secret policeman and
a key minister.
These men have the best
knowledge of the shah's chances of
coming out on top in what he has
ca lied "The crucial days ahead.''
According to the list, the martial
law general exported $17 million,
the secret policeman $19 million
and the key minister $40 million.
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There will be a meeting for all
Spurs members today at 7:30p.m.
in Room 231 E of the SUB.

iloro
~eat

~ltis

The American Society for
Personnel Administrators will hold
their last meeting of the ,;emester
today at 7:45 p.m in Room 123 of
the Parrish Library. Officer
elections will be held.
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Ron Ellis, guitarist, will present a
student recital today at 8:15 in
Keller Hall. The public is invited;
and there is no admission charge.

Tmilblazers will meet tonight at 7
at the Pi Beta Phi house.

.·.

·:: ·:,·

M ECIIA will hold their weekly
meeting tonight at 7 at Chicano
Studies.

.·. .·.

.!

~·:

......

~·..

J>octs, writers, aficionados of
oral prose and poetry: come to the
open reading in the Honors Center
Lounge, Wednesday at 7:30 p.tn.,
and read your stuff. The readings
are sponsored by the creative
writing department.

.

~

~

~
~
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WOMEN'S JOURNEY

~

THRU FAITH

~

Speaker: Rev. Marja Coons

~

Nov. 28, 1978 at 7:30p.m.

·~

Santa Ana Hall - 1st Floor Study

}

.

~.

-$-

~.

Refreshments served.

Sponsored by United Ministries

~-

Seminar
to begin

Lady gathers trash
to get off welfare

The ASUNM Speakers Committee

.·.

~t~·---~-t~_,;..;;,,,---~-t~.-.-,,o<r-~-t~.-.-, -~t~

~

for sale

~·:

The United Ministries Center will
present a program today, entitled
"Women's Journey through Faith"
- a look at the role of women in
The EECS 335 "Introduction to
religion from Biblical times to the Digital Computers" time schedule
present. The speaker will be the . has been changed to Monday and
Rev.. Marja Coons. It will be held in Wednesday from 4:30 to 5:45p.m.,
Santa Ana Hall al 7:30 p.m., and as it appears in the Spring schedule
refreshments will be served.
of classes.

~

associate degrees, although one
course sequence is tranoferable t\l
UNM and seven transferable TV 1
programs arc planned for 1979.
UNM has authority to award more
NFW YORK (UP!) -- Is your loved one bnrccl with the mual run ol
than 10 types of associate degrees.
"unusual" Christmas gii't;, such as gold-plated, mink-lined cxcnHivc jet\
Last May the University awarded and the like?
associate degrees in science,
Then why not buy him or her the Bn11ilian I', cess'/
engineering technology, educ~!lion,
For slightly more than $1 million you could have the lln11ilian Princcso
secretarial studies, dental hygiene, to look at, to touch, to share with your fricnd,s or jLm to sit on your desk ns
nursing, medical technology, a paperweight.
community
service,
nuclear
The Brazilian Princess i.< the largest cut gemstone in the world, a 21,:127medicine technology, physician carat flaw!eS& light blue to pat. thnt's on sale fe 1n asking price of $50 per
assistance
and
radiologic carat.
technology.
The stone. about the sir:e of a telcphon'
, currently on loan to the
Smithsonian Institution and is scheduled ' . ~"on display soon in the
museum's gem section.
Paul Desautels, curator of gems at the Smithsonian, stLmmeu liP the
astonishment that many have felt on first. cneo\mtcring the Bralilian
Princess.
"Once one recovers from the ludicrously large size of this tapa; gem, the
second strongest impression is one of beauty," he said.
A three-day seminar beginning
"The thing that impresses me is how they managed to cut it," Dc.sautcls
Wednesday entitled "Performance said. "It was an incredible culling job ... it's unlikely that we will sec a gem
this size again."
Planning, Coaching, Couse!ing and
The shaping of the raw topaz into its 221-facet "cushion" cut took a
Evaluation" is being pre·;ented by
the
UNM
Management
year. That was after several years of waiting because the cq11ipment to deal
with such a large stone simply w;L< not available.
Development Center at the Old
Town Sheration Inn.
The owner of the Brazilian Princess wants to remain anonymous for
what he calls security reasons. Anyone wishing to buy the stone will have to
A spokesman for the center said
deal through attorney PaulAntinori of Tampa, Fla.
the seminar is geared toward
Whoever eventually owns the stone is in for good fortune, according to
managers who are responsible for
ancient myths about the topaz,
employee supervision and emphasis
will be put on improving employee
In the middle ages, topaz was tl10ught to have mystical powers against
perl'orma,nce,
sorcery and evil spirits.
Both UNM Management Center
For centuries topaz has been known as the sttme ''f f'ricnd,ship, symbolizing loyally and integrity. And it was commonly believed to bring
professors and outside people will
be giving lectures and video-taped
riches to the owner.
presentations.
Joseph E. Champoux, assoc.
professor of business and administrative sciences; Michael H.
Hayes,
professor
at
\he
management school and John
Warn~r.
director
of
the
Management Development Center
MIAMI (UP!) - Alma Sumpter would ~ather ~ollect garhag,e than
will be UNM faculty ·members at
collect welfare and she prove,; it every morning.
the seminar.
The 115-pound woman may be the only female garbage collector in
Robert Wharton, vice president
Florida.
of First National Bank and Larry
Sump\er, 40, asked about a job on a Miami ,;arbagc route when she had
Yehle, I;lirector of personnel at
trouble
finding work seven weeks ago.
BCMC will also help at the
"We told her about the rats and the roachc' and the worms," said Bill
sctninar.
The seminar begins at 8:30a.m. Smith, a garbage department superintendent. "But she wanted to gel off
Wednesday through Friday and welfare. She wanted to earn her own living. She talked like she could do the
work."
ends at 5 p.m ..each day,

Amnesty International ,.;u hold
a meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. at
315 Princeton N .E.

Or. ,Jorge A. Huerta will present
a film anti lecLure on "Chicana
Theatre in the U.S." tonight at 8 in
Woodward Hall, as part of the
ASUNM Speakers Program.

No. 70

3Rl401
1'h~ .Vc•u- Mt:.tim [)alf!J t.olm r.~ publlsbcd

.~lllutilt:r -~e!>Siol\
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~Princess'

and Luther House.

presents

I

a lecture/film presentation by

I

Jorge A. Huerta

I
I

I

Artistic co-ordinator,
El Teatro Nacional de Aztlan
(Te. Naz.)

'I

I

Assistant Professor of drama,
University of California at San Diego
Founding Director, El Teatro de La Esperanza

I
I

~

~
~

~

4

l

.·~

I

"Chicano Theatre in the U.S."
Tuesday, November 28
8:00p.m.
Woodward Hall

I

Students ·$1.00 General Public $2.00

I

·I

I
I
I
I
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Rebates given for returned permits

t,J£ ;1 tiJ!"'!J !! .!;
J)~Jlll!Jll !J

Students who hold a nine-month
parking permit and do not plan to
return for the spring semester may
have extra spending money for
Christmas presents.
An $18 rebate will be given to
students who return their parking

Editorial

Holiday confusion
Thoro·~,

n

Jtolal!CHIS nt

permits before the first day or the
second semester. Otherwise, the
money you could have had in your
pocket will end up in the Parking
Services general fund.
"The money will be used to
improve the parking lots," said

Walter Birge, director of Parking
Services,
For those who plan on rurchasing a rarking sticker next
semester, lhe cost will be $18.
I r you are new to the parking
game, here are a few rules to abide

by: lone parking. is in cl"feet rrom7

a.m. to 4:30p.m. l\1<1n<.lay thrllug.h
Friday.
A pern1it is 1 nlid only in the tllne
for which it is issued.
Parking next to yelh"' curbs is
prohibited at all hours.

Park~t~q ~~orvH;ns rJuw.tm W;Jitm Rnno put it bust w/Hm ho said
Monrhty, 'TvHn tlw quvmnmont can't dncldn whnn a holidt:JY is or
·~IHJtJid tw Ci~l~!brdWd How cun wn knnp it BlriJIHht?"
Bnqo f(~fHr!i to tho illllbiHUOus colobration of holidays such as

Saturd.ay, Dece1nber 2, 1978
room 230, SUB at 9 a.m.
Open to all graduate students

Vt!lOr<Hlb IJdy,

The Eastman Kodak Company last week awarded almost $4 million in
grants and scholarships to various public and private universities
throughout the country but UN M was not among the recipients.
New Mexico State, Eastern New Mexico and the New Mexico
Military Institute were awarded funds.
UNM did not receive any of the $3.9 million from the company
because it failed to comply with application criteria. There is a five·year
"maturation" period for the funds; those institutions receiving funding
this year applied for it in 1973, UNM first applied for the grants and
scholarships in 1975 and should receive funding from Kodak in 1980,
The funds are intended, according to Kodak spokesmen and
literature, to "help O\Jt institutions of higher learning fulfill their
obligations to students and the nation, with society as the principal
beneficiary."
Society will just have to wait a couple of years for UNM's contribution.

Hide and seek
How long would it take UNM administrators and faculty to react in a
late afternoon crisis? How about if we had to locate those persons first?
Just for fun, the LOBO conducted an informal survey yesterday
afternoon at 4:30 p.m. to see how many campus VIPs were in
meetings, out of the office, gone for the day, out of town, or actually in
their offices. We found that adminstrators were for the most part out,
deans were in, Consider these limited statistics:
Out of five adminstrators in Scholes Hall, only one, Tony Hillerman,
assistant to President Davis, was in his office. President Davis was, his
secretary vowed, in a meeting; Vice President Swede Johnson was out
until Thursday; Vice President John Perovich was in a meeting; and
Provost McAllister HuH won't be back in until Thursday,
Of the ei.ght college deans checked up on, six were in their of·
flees-Arts and Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman, University College
Dean William Huber, Engineering Dean William Gross, Fine Arts Dean
Donald McRae, Medical School Dean Leonard Napolitano and Nursing
Dean Carmen Westwick. Law school Dean Fredrick Hart was, his
secretary said, around the building somewhere and business school
Dean Robert Rehder was showing visitors the campus sites.
We'll be waiting for them to spy on us,
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be:

lkcnse plate nl' lhl\ H~hid~,.~ ~:anvlnp.
the permit.
A IK'\' }11.'rmit Illll"l aho ht'
obtained when lhc· permit "

GSA COUNCIL
MEETING

holirlayh'

Society must wait

be obtaint:"d

l1Hl\l

nwtilatr.:d or damnp.cd.

littlf~ (;cmf11sion cnncnrnillH the issuance of parkinu
UNM 011 lioluJay',. Thn qum,tion ifl whon exactly 1'lrH the

Wilhlfll.Jl<lfl's B~rthdily and Columbus Day which are
r:1~lohratod on tlw dnsiwwtnd datn for tradition and on a Monday or
F-rldCly a~ illilflill holiduy f-or Gonvmmmce.
Pilrkinu VIOlations am not issued by Parking Services meter maids on
holidays b<•cau" thoy, liko thn rest of the University employees, are not
workin!] tllosn clay&.
So whme do thosn infamous tickets come from? Ah-hah. Campus
policH nw on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, including
holic!Hys trnditirHwl and legal. And they will issue tickets on holidays
und wnekHnds only in certain areas - those with specific signs or
painted curbs. Blue painted curbs indicate handicapped parking; red·
pmntu<l curbs indicate fire lanes; green-painted curbs indicate loading
tOCHlG; ilnd yellow painted curbs prohibit parking for any reason. Those
<~<Has, unlikn 1one parking which is enforceable only from 7 a,m, until
4:30 fl.m. Monday through Friday have a 24-hour·a-day, seven-day-awetlk parkino b<Jn.
Tho chances of getting a parking ticket on a holiday or weekend are
vnry slim unless one is color-blind. Weekends and holidays are the only
tunes Wfl t:an live dangerously and park where we ordinarily want to but
G<Jnnot. A working knowledge of which parking is consistently enforced
illld which oreas take vacations like the rest of us is always helpful.
Now wr: know,

A new permit

nnd the old pcrmli returned when
there h a ehan~e in the c·olor or the
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Letters

Abuse correct data
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BE OF PAPER,

PVC PLASTIC, VINYL, AND HARDBACK
BOOK BINDING. SO IF YOU NEED SOMETHING BOUND, BRING IT
AND
LOVE PHOTO

Some students may be parking illegally next semester because of students who leave
but fail to return permits for an $18 refund.

Worms lose market
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ATLANTA (UPI)-The earthworm business \hal at one time advertised
fabulous profits for backyard growers has fallen on hard times and many
people who sought to enter the field have lost thousand of dollars.
Outright fraud may be involved in the operations of many franchise
setups under which individual producers were promised big profits from
the sale of worms in return for investing an average of$2,000 to $3,000.
"I believe that thousands of people who have been in this kind of thing
have lost money," said Dr. Jeff Jackson, a University of Georgia extension wildlife specialist who has been investigating the earthworm
business in Georgia,
What has happened in many cases, Jackson said, is that after selling
franchises and breeder worms to growers, the companies fail to buy back
earthworms for resale. The growers are left with a lot of worms and no
market.
Jackson slopred short of using the word "fraud" to describe what has
happened in the earthworm franchise business. But he said "l think that
you can see the implications of it. I think it's obvious to anyone who has
investigated the nature of this business."
-

True representation

.

ATTENTION
PRE-PHARMACY STUDENTS

E:ditor:
The vote to determine justification of the "fees" hike will take place
today and Wednesday, It will also determine what priority UNM
students give to the fee recipients: athletics, band, debt service,
student health service and .Popejoy Hail. The students are voting on
this, and the turnout wif\ reflect the students' interest. If the students
fail to provide the necessary support, it will be extremely difficult for the
senate to say, "This is what the students want.'' If you wish to be truly
represented, you must demonstrate your concern. The greater your
support, the stronger my fight.
DouglasS. Atwell
ASUNM Senator

Students who apply for admission to the College of
Pharmacy for the 1979 fall semester are required to
take the Pharmacy College Admjssion. Test
(PCAT)
Date of 'fest: February 10, 1979
Place: UNM Testing Division
Deadline for receipt of application:
January 15, 1979

Applications are available m Roorn Hi3, Pharmacy/Nursing Building or at the UNM Testing
Division.

Levitate in Laboratory
Editor:
Lately I have heard frequent rumors that some people after having
undergone appropriate mental training are able to .levitate their bodies
and also to render themselves .invisible. My colleagues and myself
would be most interested in observing a demonstration of such
phenomena here in the Physics and Astronomy Building,
"I personally will buy a MacDonald's hamburger of one's choice for
the person Who will levitate in the laboratory or make himself invisible;
however, floating around the room invisibly will not be accepted as a
valid demonstration of the questioned abilities.
Seymour S. Alpert
Professor of Physics

Center

WE CAN ALSO BIND YOUR DOCU-

H&Y, KIRE! CI7/NG,MARJ<! 2'5
WHAT:S HAP- Hei-PING ME"'""..._.'

Editor's note: The following le(ter is in response to a letter to the
editor written by Prof. Ivan Bennett of the geography department.
Bennett stated in his letter that insolation [solar radiation! climatology
has been his principle field of research for 20 years.
Editor:
Professor Bennett speaks of "misrepresentation" of data, (Nov, 15)
but It seems to me a less serious crime to present mistaken data than for
Dr. Bennett to abuse the correct data when he has it, in order to
sidetrack the issues involved. He uses data for Albuquerque, which I
seriously doubt is representative of a statewide average, but let's say,
for argument's sake, that it is.
His figure of an average total 189 kilolangleys annually bears translation (which he neglected; maybe intentionally?). The langley is a unit
of energy collected over unit area, given as gmcal/sq em. At constant
relationships of 4.184 Joules/ gmcal, 6.452 x 144 sq em /sq ft, 1Watt =
1Joule/sec, and 31,558,153 sec/yr, his 189,000 langleys/yr is
equivalent to a little over 23 Y. watts/sq ft. Every square foot of
collector in Albuquerque could produce 23 Y. watts all day, all night, all
year round: every ac~e could produce over a megawatt constant power,
and every square m1le almost 650 megawatts (and how much more if
located south of here; for instance, outside Carlsbad), Let Dr, Bennett
show us six average-sized 100 megawatt power plants which together
occupy less than a square mile- being sure to include fuel stockpile and
processing areas, rail lines, etc,
The truth is that nuclear power need not be here to stay, and if
anything ought to be done with those salt flats, they out to be covered
With collectors, The truth is, further, that the world is being fouled, and
her people ripped off, by those with financial intersts in oil and coal,
while Dr. Bennett comes to their defense, intentionally or not, with
irrelevant arguments which, fortunately, contain relevant data. Some
people may make honest mistakes, but only people with something to
hide tell half the truth and no more.
R.F. Seaton

Cop~

WE CAN COPY YOUR

DOONESBURY

j

Al·Am

For additional information, contact:
Dr. Kenneth H. Stahl
Room 1S3 or 185, Pharmacy/Nursing Building
Phone 277-2625

TO

AL-AM,

"DoN'T Blow YouR CovER 1 ~

AI·Am Cop:v Center """

3600 CENrRAL Sl:
Hours M- F: 8-6

266-3600

Sat 9-3

Votume Discounts

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Associated Students

Popejoy Hall
at the University of New Mexico

Tickets Now Available for

The
NATIONAL FOLK BALLET of MEXICO
Friday December 1, 3:30 & 8:15 PM
Tickets -Public~ $8.00, $7.00, $S.OO
- UNM Students, Fac/Staff - ¥z price

WINNIE THE POOH
One performance only
Sunday, December 3, 1:30PM
Tickets - Advance $1.50 • Door - $2.00

The MAGIC of MICRONESIA
Travel - Adventure film
Monday, December 11, 7:30PM
TicketS - Public - $2.50
Students, Fac/Staff - $2.00

The MARRIAGE of FIGARO
by

The Canadian Opera & Orchestra
Friday - December 15, 8:15 PM
. ASUNM/GSA .. 1 I 2 price

by Garry Trudeau
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Aggies Stop Lobos
It tonk "nne charity hdp, but 1'
!'lew Mexico State Aggies manav<
to stop the Lobo basketball tc'"''
<)(,.

'!}.

Aggics connected on 32 ol 4o
charity stripe to"e' cnroulc to their
win.
They had lead by ns much as 16
points in the first half, but lite
l.obo; stormed back behind the
cool play of the keman, Phil
Abney.
Abney was as smooth as he's ever
been, hitting 32 points and gn•bbing seven rebounds.
With 6:10 left in the game, the
Th~

AggJcs kad

and it appc<1 red
the !;!arne wa~ a~..> good a<, ovl.!r. /\!
tlwt
point UNM had outrebounded the Aggics 45-31, but
NMS\J had hit on 56 per cent or
their shots whiiG the !.obo.s were a
miserable 39 per cent from the
field.
At about that lime Lobo coach
Norm Ellenberger called timeout.
With 32 .seconds left Andre
Logan pulled the l.oboswithin four
at 95-91. With 28 >econds left
Micah Owens added another of the
Aggies freethrows, but missed his
second shot. That made the score
71> I>!J

<J6-91.
Abney then rut on his show one
more time, scoring with 17 seconds
left in the game. Seven seconds later
Andre Logan fouled Micah Owens.
This time Owens missed both
charity tos.ses.
With three seconds left, ficlu
general Russell Saunders went for a
lay-up but it failed to go in.
The Lobos ended up the game
wllh six men in double figures,
while the Aggics had five.
The six Lobos were Abney with
32, Saunders with 12, Logan with
11, and U1rry Belin, Dino Gregory
and Paul Roby with lO each.
The Aggie list was headed by
guard Bill Myers who had 20.
Robert Gunn contributed 17, Cyrus
Cormier 16 and Chuck Goslin and
Owens each added 14.
l.t was the 66th victory for the
Aggics in the series which dates
back to before New Mexico became
a state. The Lobos have won 74
times.
Ellenberger told KOB's Mike
Roberts after the game, "It'll be
tough on the road, but not much
tougher than it was here."
Ellenberger said. "This game
showed that we've got some guts
and substance lo us."
His troops were able to grab 42
offensive rebounds with the Aggies
only getting 16. Ellenberger said his
team practices a lot of free throws,
but last night they were able to hit
only on 11 of21 attempts.
UNM hit 44.1 rer cent from the
field UtlOITicially, while the Aggies
were able to connect on about 51
rcr cent of their shots from the
field.

Sooner Nabs
Outland Prize
Southwest Bilingual
(Native American)
Education Resource
Center at lJ NM has

POSITIONS OPEN:
-

As.sodate Director
Instructional-Media Specialists
--Teacher-Parent Trainer at UNM
-Teacher-Parent Trainer at Windcnv Hock, A7.
- Oflicc Manager
- Three S~cretarics
~~

MUST FILL IMMEDIATELY

Ol'fensive guard Greg Robinson
finally got some recognition.
The Oklahoma guard, who has
been blocking for Billy Sims, one of
the nation's best runners, has been
awarded the Outland Trophy. The
award goes to the person deemed by
the Football Writers Association of
America as the best interior
lineman in the land.
Robinson is the fourth Sooner to
win the award in its 33-ycar history.

Hayden,Colborne
Criticize Coach
ANDREW CARDONA
U NM volleyball Coach Cathy Lies came under fire for her coordination
of the volleyball program by two learn members who quit the squad.
Ingrid Hayden from Santa Fe, and Billie Colborne from Albuquerque
both juniors announced they will transfer to NMSU at the end of the
academic year.
Colborne who was once described by Coach Lies as "a valuable asset to
the team," said "We don't have the coaching to compete in the collegiate
level."
Col borne exJ?laincd, "Cathy doesn't know how to utilized the talent on
the team."
She singled out a game against Northern Colorado in which the Lobos
lost to the smaller school by a wide margin.
"Cathy wouldn't change the pace of the game." said Colborne. "She
kept the same people in the game,''
Lies said "I have six people out in the court that! feel can do the job. I
have complete confidence in my starting six."
She said "If I start pulling people out of the game, that indicr.tes to my
players that I lack confidence in their ability."
Hayden who is attending UNM on a academic scholarship accused the
UNM coach of not organizing an off season training program. "Cathy was
gone most of the summer, said Hayden. "A learn can't do well in the
regular season i fyou don't have an off season. program."
She said, "Most of us had to train with other teams or train alone
without the benefit of a coach."
Lies said" Last summer I was gone a month to leach ala volleyball camp
in Illinois and to recruit."
"I gave each person instruclions to follow in my absence," said the
volleyball coacb. "Each person has lo do some work alone I can't standbv
and mother each individual. I refuse to do that,"
·
Lies said she feels the conflict between the two alhletes and herself
stemmed from an incidem that occurred during tbe BYU Tournament in
September.
"Ingrid and Billie broke training during the tournament," said Lies "I
could have kicked them off the team.''
The two athletes were suspended from the squad and missed two conference games because they were caught with beer during the tournament.
Both athletes fell the punishment was severe and attributed the decision
to the volleyball coach's lack of experience in dealing with the athletes on
the squad.
Lies said "I admit I made some mistakes that may have been attributed
to inexperience, bull learned from them."
"I've been playing volleyball for 17 years and I could play with the best
of tbem," Lies said. "I feel! don't have to prove my skill; or knowledge of
the game to them."
Athletic Director Linda Estes said in defense of Lies "Cathy has the
qualifications for the job."
She said "She has experience working with women's in!ercoltigatc sport~
and has the educational requirements for the job,"

Swimmers
Need Help

Do You Need
Cash?

BIG RIVER PRODUCTIONS
presents
TWO 'ONE&ONLYS'

Earn $2 0° 0 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Tickets (Reser/ed Sealing)

$7.50 advance
sa:so day of show

-

FRIDAY
DECEMBERS
s:3o

pm

CONVENTION CENTERr-----A~~LBUQUERQUE

KIVA AUDITORIUM

r-------.

Blood
Plasma

tafayeUe Radio in thtJ

Tlcketmaster Outlets,
both General Stores, Sears (in
coronado Center)·;

Fa_ir Plaza and Sierra Vista Mall,
SUB Box Office, Popejoy Hall

all

Box Office

"Everytime J ask you something, all you say

Oscar Winner
On Channel 5

1:1

'Oink ••J

-The Holy Modal Rounders

The Conning Tower II
Well, here we are at the last Conning Tower of the
semester. How lime (and space) fly when you're
having fun. You're having fun, right& Yes you are.
Think of TCT2 as vegetables for your mind. Eat your
vegetables and you'll grow up big and strong. Just
look at me.
Here, for the last TCT2, are two songs. I have been
siiling on one most of the semester. Maybe l should
have sat on it until it hatched.-JW

I Wo.nt A Policemo.n ...
I Want A Policeman On My Street
(Adapted from tbe old Hungarian folksong.
''Hajmassy Peter, Hajmassy Pal" Copyright 1972 by
Erdelyi Music Publishing Co.)

'

1

•
•

I want a p'liceman on my street;
you want a p' !iceman on your street.
Let a policeman do his beat.
Put a policeman on my street.
Put a policeman on my street.
We pay the taxes, you and me,
also rny neighbor, one, two, three
We want protection for a fee,
We pay the taxes, you and me.
Put a policeman on my street.

at
Cand_yman and Moon Mountain

Sound
tn Taos at
Que Pasa Records

Huerto To Speok
Tonight at 8 p.m. in Woodward
Hall
the
ASUNM-Speakcrs
Committee will present .Iorge
Huertan tl1c fonndihg director of El
Teatro Nacional de At.tlan and
assistant professor of drama at the
University of California at San
Diego. Dr. Huerta will speak on
"Chicano Theater ln The United
States." Admission is free to
tonight's final lecture of the
semester sponsored by the Speakers
Commitlee.
Chicano theater has its roots in
the ritual drama of the ancient
Aztec and Mayan dvilizations.
"Man created a myth to understand
the cosmos which then became a
ritual and eventually a theatrical
event." Huerta said. The con-

CHORUS
Quick as a flash l opened the door.
1 was too late for with a roar,
His gun fired my horse lay dead.
She lay there with a bullet in her head.
CHORUS
I pulled out my gun and fired a shot.
1'he sheriff fell down on the spot.
1 fired five times in his heart,
He killed my horse, so he got what he got.
CHORUS
!loved my horse and it ain't fair
For him to go and shoot my mare.
I did it once and I'd do it again,
1 won't let a rnan live who'lt shoot my friend.
CHORUS
Now I'm caught by the posse,
How happy I'm gonna' be.
When I get to Heaven's gate
I'll ride roy horse so I won't be late.

TAOS CARDS
4605 Fourth Street

N.W.

345-2125

SOUTHWEST GREETINGS
Dislinc!ive

New

Mexico themes.

Christmas Cards: Traditional• Advent Calendars
l:tchings Personalized SerVice
•

KUNm Toda_y
10 a.m.; "The Last Call of the
Wild?" A look ul two wilderness
decisions.
12:15 p.m.; "Options: Sweating
For Equity In New York City" The
Practical a~pecls of sweat equity in
urban homesteading arc explored.
5;30 p.m.; KUNM News
6 fl.nt.; NPR's "All Thing;
Considered"
7 p.m.; "The Home of Happy
Feet" (Folk's music)

Cfree Goffee
5:00 PM Til Closing
Nov. 27 tluu Finals
Open 7 (lays a week

2JI!l Central SE
(just 1/2 block
West of Yale)
8ll2-9597

$165 *
-permonth

ON CAMPUS

A Cowboy's Lament, or Why I Shot The Sheriff

lC.l111Hlfary
Chicano
1heater
movement began in 1965, with the
formation of the small !(rllUp
known as Tealro Cmnnesino.

"WITH "J.<'INAIJS!

• A Cowbo_y's Lo.ment, or Wh_y ~

8 am to 5 prn
Tuesday - Saturday
·
Doctor in
residence

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

ARTS

GOOD 'LUCK

Cine Cubano, the Cuban film
festival sponsored by the Student
Organization of Latin American
Studies (SOLAS), has been cancelled. Season ticket holders may
present their tickets for refunds to
Andrew Garcia, room 2076 of Mesa
Vista Hall or call the organization.

Chief of Police, please tell your men
Watch all the city with a yen.
They are the finest, they are men.
Chief of Police, please tell your men
Put a policeman on my street.
-Joseph Erdelyi, Jr.

Donor Center

lr'l Santa Fe

Harlan County U.S.A." 1hl' 1976
Academy Award winning Best
Documentary Feature, will be the
film tonight on PBS Cinema
Showcase. The rilm will air at 9
p.m. on channelS, KNME-TV.
The documentary chronicles the
efforts of 180 Kentucky coal mining
fRmilies to win a United Mine
Workers of America contract.
After the miners voted to join the
union, and the parent company of
the mine refused to sign a standard
UMW contract, an illegal strike
ensued. This led to the first major
conflict in Harlan County since
union organizing battles in the
1930's.
The film follows the strike
through confrontations on the
picket
line
between
strike-breakers and
police;
picketing by striking miners and
their wives on Wall Street and at the
company's annual stockholders'
meeting; and, ultimately, the
murder of a young striker by a
company foreman.

Film Fest
Co.ncelled

My life is over l don't hide,
No loaded gun is at my side.
Killer that was on the loose,
l got caught and they tightened the noose.
Sid Shiplac•

842-6991
In Albuquerque, available at

...................

~~

ROOM &BOARD
*$1 ,490/year, based on Double Occupancy,
7 Day Meal Plan
Includes: Meals, Telephone, Utilities, Linens,
reduced parking rates, and more ...

UNM Residence Halls

HOUSING RESERVATIONS

All at once with a mighty roar
The sheriff rapped on my front door.
"Open up, I know you're there.
If you don't come out I'll shoot your mare."

The swim team needs people to
help during this weekend's UNM
invitational, sWim coach Sarn Jones

AND

-

CHORUS
Rest of rny life I'll run and hide
With a loaded gun at my side.
Just a killer on the loose,
Always being chased for a dangling noose.

Colorado State, Wyoming, New
Mexico State and Texas Tech will
LOVE-Pt-lOTO
join the Lobos in the competition
Billie Co/borne (16) is not happy with the coaching done by
Friday beginning at I p.m. and
Cathy Lies (in background).
Jones needs people to help time the
meet. Jones' phone number is 2772208.

TOM WAI

.... -. ....

The sheriff he got kicked by my horse,
He yelled and he yelled to show who's boss.
He got mad, his back was sore,
My horse done went and kicked him some more.

said.
Contact Dr. Teresa Salazar, Director
SWBETRC, COE, UNM
Albq. NM 87131
Ph. 277-3551
UNM is a E.E.O.-A.A.

~-~
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201 La Posada Hall
'

•

.
.
•

Deadline Dec. 15!!
We have extended the deadline for submissions of art and
literature to UNM's Conceptions SW. Bring to Marron Hall
Rm. 105 or call 277-5656 for details.
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The bread is made from our own recipe and bakery!

Accept no SUBSTITUTESKY!!
2IIIJ Central SE Oust 1/2 bJock West of Yale)
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tii!J1i~1ER.~AN liBRARY

By DEBBIE LEVY
The Assoc;iated Students of New Mexico, a lobby
and student interest group composed of student body
presidents from various New Mexico colleges and
universities, is becoming more credible in the eyes of
administrators and legislators, ASUNM President
Mimi Swanson said Tuesday.
Swanson said as a result of ASNM's lobbying effOrt.\ concerning fee and tuition hikes &t the November
Board of Educational Finance meeting, t]]e stu>lent
populations are being taken more seriously than ever
before.
"We (the three recognized ASNM lobbyists at the
BEF meeting) introduced three tuition and fee hike
alternatives lo the BEF," Swanson said. "The first
rroposcd no increase; the second proposed that
students pay no more' than I 2.9 per cent of the total
educational cost; the t]]ird proposed a 3,6 per cent
tuition increase."
Swanson said the latter two proposals were seriO\Isly
considered by the board and about two hours were
devoted to discussing them. Both were defeated,
however,
"The 3.6 per cent tuition increase proposal lost by
one vote,' • Swanson said.
In presenting their proposals to the BEF, which will
also be presented to the State Legislative Finance
Committee at its Jan. 12-15 meeting's, the ASNM
lobbyists cited social and economic criteria for their
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ACROSS

alternatives.
They considered the question: Who pays more for
ed~1cation-residents or nonresidents? ASNM feels
that the stale owes residents the privilege of a cheaper
education than that offered to nonresidents, Swanwn
said. New Mexico universities have one of the lowc"t
nonrcsdient tuition rates in the southwest, except
Texas.
Swanson said ASNM also nolcd to the BEF that
universities should follow President Carter's inflation
guidcli nes.
"But the fcc i ncrcasc proposal docs not follow
them," she ~aid.
Another consideration, Swanson said, was that
studellls arc no longer the traditional stereotype. TI1e
average age is now 25; students are taxpayers o.; well a.1
consumers. If taxpayers bear the brunt of the ~0st of
higher education, students arc of that tax-raying
populace. And, Swanson said, many cannot afford it.
"Students have both educational and civilian
costs," she said. Many pay for their education plus
living expenses-rent, food and clot Iring.
"Even with one or two jobs and financial aid,
students have trouble with even the 12.9 per cent
portion of educational costs," Swanson said. She said
if that percentage were to be raised by the state,
students would have a more difficult time making ends
111 cet.
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12 Incline
13 Impart
18 Johnny - :

N E R

E A T
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37 Turkish offi-

cers
40 Fled

Coni. soldier 41 Curler's cap
46- - camp
25 Flux
48 Delays
26 - Culp
51 Madrid mu·
Hobby
seum
27 Dresser
52 Exist
28 - storm
53 Hebrew
29 Prf. of purprophet
chase
54 Dear: it.
31 Common
55 Death notice
sickness
57 Demons
32 Rail birds
58 Close
33 Nikola - :
59 Within:
AC deComb. form
veloper
60 Walk
35 Dives!
63 Make lace
24 Fr. sculptor

For Skeen
the bell tolls
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More than three weeks after
the
general
election,
political literature is still
sticking around campus,

College conducts
special·projects
Thirty-nine special projects
supported by more than $4 million
in external funds are currently
being conducted by the UNM
College of Education, a UNM
official said.
Dr. Paul Resta, associate dean
for special projects, said activities
ranging from field-based teacher
education on Indian reservations to
technical assistance for Latin
American nations are among the 39
projects.
"An important mission of the
UNM College of Education is to
provide leadership in reacher
education at the state, regional and
national levels," Resta said. "The
success of the college in providing
that leadership can be seen in the
national
and
international
recognition of a number Of our
programs and faculty as well as the
ability of the college to secure
financial support for its activities."
The program with the largest
budget is a technical assistance
project witli Bolivia operated by
UNM's Latin American Programs
in Education. The rural education
reform project teceived $1,149,552
from the U.S. Agency for Jnter·
national Development and the
Bolivian education ministry.
A pilot project, the UNM-Bolivia
program involves teacher training
and curriculum reform among rural
school districts in the Latin
American n.ation. Six UNM
specialists arc aiding Bolivian
specialists ill conducting the
program.
Eight fleld•based teacher training
projects in
the elementary
education department have received
$686,000 from federal and tribal
sour·ces to conduct on-site instruction at pueblos and reservation
sites throughout New Mexico and
in Arizona.

The
field-based
programs
received an Outstanding Program
Award
for
the
American
Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education.
(coni.· on pafte6]

Official gets grant
A i;;·<M official has been·
awarded a Fulbright-Hays grant to
attend a program on foreign
student exchange in Germany.

cultuwl and :polilieal issues invoJeu
in current and future development
of student exchange programs
between Germany and the U.S.

Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of the
UNM international programs
office, is one of 15 American
educators selected for the special
program which will be held Jan. 15
to Feb. 10 in three German cities.

"The program will include an
orientation week in Bonn for
discussions with federal education
officials," he said, "followed by
visits to Hamburg and Munich to
confer with colleagues in institutions of big her education.''

He sa1d tbe purpose of the
program is to discuss educational,

Slavin has been UNM's Fulbright

Valdes recounts visit
By S. MONTOYA
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, on
Sept. 6, 1978, invited Cuban exiles
to participate in a "dialogue" with
his government regarding the
release of political prisoners,
reunification of separated Cuban
families and the restablishment of
normalized travel restrictions
governing entry to and from Cuba.
Of the 100 invitations accorded
Cuban exiles now residing in the
U.S., a "heterogenous'' delegation
of 75 participated in the discussion,
held in Havana on Nov. 21 arid22.
Among the delegation, I I out of
the 38 invited Ameritan University
professors were able to attend and
voice
their
opinions
as
"representatives of the exiled
community,''
An irnpressive array of influential Cuban exiles in attendance
at the conference includeU: Juan
Manuel Rodriquez, a minority
affairs advisor to President Carter;
Bernardo Behes, president of
Cuba's largest bank .prior to the
1959 revolution and now chairman
of the state democratic party in
Florida; Archbishop of the diocese
of Miami and various others too
numerous to mention,
UNM assistant professor of
sociology, Nelson Valdes, is one
member of the delegation who took
an active part in presenting the
exiles' proposals to the Cuban
government.

CHJlDINiC:KPHOTO

Nelso/1 Valdes is one member of the delegation who took
an active part in presenting the exiles' proposals to the
Cuban government.

...

advisor to students and faculty
since 1965. He is also a mcmcber of
the Fulbright program's national
board.

Program
to help

cadets
By LINDA GLEASON
Between their junior and senior
years in college, Air Force ROTC
cadets can apply for admission to
the Advanced Training Program.
If selected for the Advanced
Training Program, the cadet is sent
to an Air Force base for two weeks.
"It is set up to help senior cadets
make job selections," said UNM
senior AFROTC cadet Susan
Rathgeber, who was selilto George
Air Base in southern California last
May.
"In their senior year of school,"
said Rathgeber, "cadets are asked
to fill out a 'dream sheet' - their
choice of three occupations and
three bases that they would like to
be assigned to after graduation.
The 'dream sheets' are sent to Air
Force Headquarters at Randolph
Air Force Base in San Antonio,
Texas, where assignments are made
with consideration of tbe cadet's
preferences."
"The . Advanced
Training
Program helps you know what you
are getting into," said Rathgeber,
Junior cadets apply for the
program
to
the
AFROTC
Headquarters at MaxwelJ Air Force
Base in Alabama.
"Selection for the program is
competitively
based,"
said
Rathgeber, "cadets are chosen for
their grades and their participation
in ROTC."
Cadets are sent to the nearest
base Of their preference.
''I stayed at the Bachelor Officer
Q11arters at George,'' said
Rathgeber.
{cont. on
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